Video Transcript: How can providers support families and foster partnerships with them?
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Blue background with title: How can providers support the role of families and foster sustainable partnerships with them?

Brad Thompson, MA, Licensed Counselor for the Hali Project is interviewed.

BRAD THOMPSON: I think there are several models out there that the American Academy of Pediatrics has put out there as well as other groups that have kind of developed ways of engaging parents. We have provided training for family members I remember several years ago Dr Antonelli making the comment if we had a Brad in our practice we would do what you’re doing and my comment to him was that you do—you just haven’t identified them yet because you haven’t been thinking in these lines and our practice over the last two or three years has really proven that statement to be true as we have identified parents in practices in Omaha, Nebraska area and the state of Kansas and trained them and put them to work and seen the benefits both to the practice and to the families and to the communities.

White screen with text: For more information visit www.medicalhomeinfo.org

Fades to the National Center for Medical Home Implementation Logo.

Video Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F3zQFXWJGZo